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BER TOL T BRECHT 

Prologue to The Exception and the Rule 

(1930) 

THE PLAYERS: 

We are about to tell you 
The story of a journey. An exploiter 
And two of the exploited are the travellers. 
E~~ne carefully the behaviour of these people: 
Fmd It surprising though not unusual 
Inexplicable though normal 
Incomprehensible though it is the rule. 
Co~sider ~ven the most insignificant, seemingly simple 
Acnon With distrust. Ask yourselves whether it is necessary 
Especially if it is usual. 
We ask you expressly to discover 
That what happens all the time is not natural. 
For to say that something is natural 
In such times of bloody confusion 
Of ~rdained disorder, of systematic arbitrariness 
Of mhuman humanity is to 
Regard it as unchangeable. 

Translated by Ralph Manheim 
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ON RISE AND FALL OF THE CITY OF MAHAGONNY 

FROM Notes on the Opera 
Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny 

(1930) 

The modern theatre is the epic theatre. The following table shows certain 
changes of emphasis as between the dramatic and the epic theatre:* 

DRAMATIC THEATRE 

plot 
implicates the spectator in a stage 

situation 
wears down his capacity for action 
provides him with sensations 
experience 
the spectator is involved in 

something 
suggestion 
instinctive feelings are preserved 
the spectator is in the thick of 

it, shares the experience 
the human being is taken for 

granted 
be is unalterable 
eyes on the finish 
one scene makes another 
growth 
linear development 
evolutionary determinism 
man as a fixed point 
thought determines being 
feeling 

EPIC THEATRE 

narrative 
turns the spectator into an 

observer, but 
arouses his capacity for action 
forces him to take decisions 
picture of the world 
he is made to face something 

argument . . 
brought to the point of recognmon 
the spectator stands outside, 

studies 
the human being is the object of 

the inquiry 
he is alterable and able to alter 
eyes on the course 
each scene for itself 
montage 
in curves 
jumps 
man as a process 
social being determines thought 
reason 

* This table does not show absolute antitheses but mett shifts of accent. In af 
c · · h h h co stttSS the elemeoc o ommun1cauon of filet, for instance, we may c oose w et er 
emotional suggestion or that of plain rational argument. 

Translated by John Willett 
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BERTOLT BRECHT 

FROM Theatre for Pleasure 
or Theatre for Instruction (c. 1935) 

THE EPIC THEATRE 

M~ny people imagine that the term 'epic theatre ' is self-contradictory as the 
epic and dramatic ways f · ' 
b b . . . 0 narratmg a story are held, following Aristotle, to 

he ashlca~ly distmct. The difference between the two forms was never 
t oug t Simply to lie in th f: h h . . 

h.1 h e act t at t e one IS performed by living be1ngs 
w 1 e t e other operates · h · 
H Via t e wntten word· epic works such as those of 

omer and the medieval · ' 
mane h .1 d . smgers were at the same time theatrical perfor-
h ebs, w 1 e camas like Goethe's Faust and Byron's Manfred are agreed to 
ave een more effective as book Th 

differen be s. us even by Aristotle's definition the 
d"ffi ce tween the dramatic and epic forms was attributed to rheir 1 erent methods of co · 
different b h f nstrucuon, whose laws were dealt with by two 
the d . ffi cane es 0 aesthetics. The method of construction depended on 

' erent way of presenting th k 
stage somet· h e wor to the public, sometimes via the 

• 1mes t rough a book d . d d h 
'dramatic ele . . . ' an m epen ently of that there was r e 

ment 10 ep1c works d h · · 1 · Th bourgeois novel in the 1 an t e ep1c e ement' in dramatic. e 
which was meant h ast century developed much that was 'dramatic', by 

t e strong cenrr 1· · f h h drew these . a IZatlon o t e story, a momentum t at 
parate parts Into a com 1 · · f 

utterance a certa· h . mon re at10nsh1p. A particular passion o 
'dramatic: The '.n e~p asJs on the clash of forces are hallmarks of the 

· ep1c wnter n··bl" . 
said that with an . k 0 10 prov1ded an excellent criterion where he 

epic wor as op d d . . 
take a pair of scissors d ' . . pose to a ramatiC, one can as 1t were 
capable of life. an cur It Into individual pieces, which remain fully 

This is no place to expla. h .. 
1ts rigid1ry after hav· 1 

10be ow the oppositiOn of epic and dramatic lost 
mg ong en held b · · out that the technical d to e Irreconcilable. Let us just pomt 

a vances alone mcorpo. rare an ele f . were enough to permit the stage to . menr o narrau . . 
poss1bd,ry of projecti h ve m Its dramatic productions. The 
mechanization, the fil:ns:U~ e greater adaptability of the stage due to 

so at a point where th , ~ompleted the theatre's equipment and did 
1 e most 1mporr • 

no onger be shown sim 1 b a.nr. transactions between people could 
the characters to mvisibf/ m y pehrso~lfymg the motive forces or subjecting 

To make th . etap ysJcal powers. 
I . ese transacnons inrelli "bl 

peop e lived had to be b 81 e the environment in which the 
Th. rought to bea · b" 

IS environment had f r 10 a 1g and 'significant' way. 
only as c 0 course been h · seen rrom the central 6 • s own 1n the existing drama, bur 

gure s point f . . o v1ew, and nor as an mdepen-
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THEATRE FOR PLEASURE 

dent element. It was defined by the hero's reactions to it. It was seen as a 
storm can be seen when one sees the ships on a sheet of water unfolding 
their sails, and the sails filling out. In the epic theatre it was to appear 
standing on irs own. 

The stage began to tell a story. The narrator was no longer missing, along 
with the fourth wall. Nor only did the background adopt an attitude ro the 
events on the stage - by big screens recalling other simultaneous events 
elsewhere, by projecting documents which confirmed or contradicted what 
the characters said, by concrete and intelligible figures to accompany 
abstract conversations, by figures and sentences to support mimed transac
tions whose sense was unclear - but the actors roo refrained from going over 
wholly into their role, remaining detached from the character they were 
playing and clearly inviting criticism of him. 

The spectator was no longer in any way allowed to submit to an 
experience uncritically (and without practical consequences) by means of 
simple empathy with the characters in a play. The production rook the 
subject-matter and the incidents shown and pur them through a process of 
alienation: the alienation that is necessary to all understanding. When 
something seems 'the most obvious thing in the world' it means that any 
attempt to understand the world has been given up. 

What is 'natural' must have the force of what is startling. This is the only 
way to expose the laws of cause and effect. People's activity must simulta
neously be so and be capable of being different. 

It was all a great change. 
The dramatic theatre's spectator says: Yes, I have felt like that roo - Just 

like me - It's only natural - It' ll never change - The sufferings of this man 
appal me, because they are inescapable - That's great art; it all seems the 
most obvious thing in rhe world - I weep when they weep, I laugh when 
they laugh. 

The epic theatre's spectator says: I'd never have thought it- That's not 
the way- That's extraordinary, hardly believable - It's got to stop,- The 
sufferings of this man appal me, because they are unnecessary - That s great 
arr: nothing obvious in it - I laugh when they weep, I weep when they 
laugh . . .. 

CAN EPIC THEATRE BE PLAYED ANYWHERE? 

Stylistically speaking, there is nothing all that new. abou~ th~ epic theatre. 
Its expository character and irs emphasis on virtuosity bnn~ It close r~ the 
old Asiatic theatre. Didactic tendencies are to be found 1fi the medieval 
mystery plays and the classical Spanish theatre, and also in the theatre of the 
Jesuits. 

These theatrical forms correspond to particular trends of ~hei.r time, a_nd 
vanished with them. Similarly the modern epic theatre IS linked With 
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BERTOLT BRECHT 

certain tr~nds. It cannot by any means be practised universally. Most of the 
great nauons today are not disposed to use the theatre for ventilating their 
p~oblems . London, Paris, Tokyo and Rome maintain their theatres for quite 
d~ffere~t purposes. Up to now favourable circumstances for an epic and 
dad~ctac theatre have only been found in a few places and for a short period 
of ume. In Berlin F · d fi · f asCJsm put a very e nJte stop to the development o 
such a theatre. 

It ~eman_ds not only a certain technological level but a powerful move
~ent m soc~ety which is interested to see vital questions freely aired with a 
vaew to thear solution d d fi d h' . . trend. ' an can e en t as Interest agamst every contrary 

rhe epic theatre is the broadest and most far-reaching attempt at large
scha e ml odern theatre, and it has all those immense difficulties to overcome 
t at a ways confront the . 1 fi . h . VIta orces m t e sphere of politics philosophy, 
SCience and art. ' 

Translated by John Willett 

FROM Alienation Effects in Chinese 
Acting: The A-Effect (1936) 

The A-effect was achieved i h . 
but also by the . ( h n t e German epac theatre not only by the accor, 

musac c oruses ) d . ) It was prancapall d . '. songs an the settmg (placards, film etc. · 
Y esagned to hast · · h · · h. · meant rhe following· oncaze t e mcadents portrayed. By r as as 

Th . 
e bourgeoas theatre em has. d 

representation of 
1 

. P aze the timelessness of its objects. Its 
story is arranged i:;e;: ~ as bound by the alleged 'eternally human'. Irs 
Man with a caparal Me toa eway as t~ create 'universal' situations char allow 
colour. All its inc'ad ~ress hamself: man of every period and every 
b ents are JUSt 0 d 
Y the 'eternal' res h ne enormous cue, and this cue is followe 

ponse· t · · b 
response. An example· b.l ke anevata le, usual, natural, purely human 

· a ac man fall · 1 · · man; the story force h . s m ove 10 the same way as a whate 
s am to react . h h . 

man (an theory this c ul Wit t e same expression as the whace 
h rorm a works 11 . 

t ar the sphere of · . as we the other way round)· and wath 
d 'cc an as attaaned Th ' . 

anerent; the response · h · e cue can take account of what is speetal, 
. IS s ared the . . 

not1on may allow that h ' . re IS no element of difference in it. Th1s 
h. . sue a thmg h' . un JStOCJcal. A fnr.r · as •story exasts but ir is none the less 

cucumsrances v . , 
ary, the environments are altered, bur 
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ALIENATION EFFECTS 

Man remains unchanged. History applies to the environment, not to Man. 
The environment is remarkably unimportant, is treated simply as a pretext; 
it is a variable quanriry and something remarkably inhuman; it exists in fact 
apart from Man, confronting him as a coherent whole, whereas he is a fixed 
quantity, eternally unchanged. The idea of man as a function of the 
environment and the environment as a function of man, i.e. the breaking 
up of the environment into relationships between men, corresponds to a new 
way of thinking, the historical way. Rather than be sidetracked into the 
philosophy of history, let us give an example. Suppose the following is to be 
shown on the stage: a girl leaves home in order to take a job in a fair-sized 
city (Piscator's American Tragedy) . For the bourgeois theatre this is an 
insignificant affair, clearly the beginning of a story; it is what one has to 
have been told in order to understand what comes after, or to be keyed up 
for it. The actor's imagination will hardly be greatly fired by it. In a sense 
the incident is universal: girls take jobs (in the case in question one can be 
keyed up to see what in particular is going to happen to her). Only in one 
way is it particular: this girl goes away (if she had remained what comes 
after would not have happened). The fact that her family lets her go is not 
the object of the inquiry; it is understandable (the motives are understand
able). But for the historicizing theatre everything is different. The theatre 
concentrates entirely on whatever in this perfectly everyday event is remark
able, particular and demanding inquiry. What! A family letting one of its 
members leave the nest to earn her future living independently and without 
help? Is she up to it? Will what she has learnt here as a member of the 
family help her to earn her living? Can't families keep a grip on their 
children any longer? Have they become (or remained) a burden? Is it like 
that with every family? Was it always like that? Is this the way of the world , 
something that can't be affected? The fruit falls off rhe tree when ripe: does 
this sentence apply here? Do children always make themselves independent? 
Did they do so in every age? If so, and if it's something biological, does it 
always happen in the same way, for the same reasons and with the same 
results? These are the questions (or a few of rhem) that the actors must 
answer if they want to show the incident as a unique, historical one: if they 
Want to demonstrate a custom which leads to conclusions about the entire 
structure of a sociery at a particular (transient) time. But how is such an 
incident to be represented if its historic character is co be brought out? How 
~an the confusion of our unfortunate epoch be striking? When t~e mother, 
In between warnings and moral injunctions, packs her dau~h.ter s _case - a 
very small one - how is the following to be shown: So many IOJUnctJons and 
so few clothes? Moral injunctions for a lifetime and bread for five hours? 
How is the actress to speak the mother's sentence as she hands over such a 
~ery small case - 'There, I guess that ought to do you' - i_n sue~ a way that It 
IS understood as a historic dictum? This can only be ach1eved 1f the A-effect 
is brought out. The actress must not make the sentence her own affau, she 
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BER TOL T BRECHT 

must hand it over for criticism, she must help us to understand its causes 
~d ~rotest. The effect can only be got by long training. In the New York 
Y1dd1sh Theatre, a highly progressive theatre, I saw a play by S. Omitz 
showing the rise of an East Side boy to be a big crooked attorney. The 
theatre could not perform the play. And yet there were scenes like this in it: 
the .young attorney sits in the street outside his house giving cheap legal 
adviCe. A y~ung woman arrives and complains that her leg has been hurt in 
a traffic acCident. But the case has been bungled and her compensation has 
not yet been paid. In desperation she points to her leg and says: 'It's started 
to heal up.' Working without the A-effect, the thearre was unable to make 
use of t~is exceptional scene to show the horror of a bloody epoch. Few 
people 10 the audience noticed it; hardly anyone who reads this will 
remember that cry. The actress spoke the cry as if it were something 
perfectly natural. But it is exactly this - the fact that this poor creature 
~nds such .a complaint natural - that she should have reported to the public 
like a hornfied messenger returning from the lowest of all hells. To that end 
she would of course have needed a special technique which would have 
allowed her to underline the historical aspect of a specific social condition. 
Only the A-effect makes this possible. Without it all she can do is to 
observe how she is not c d · · •orce to go over enurely Into the character on 
the stage. 

In setting up new · · · · 1 . f . arttsttc pnnc1p es and workmg out new methods o 
represenratton we must · h h . . . . start Wit t e compellmg demands of a changmg 
~pocll .h' ~de necesstty and the possibility of remodelling society loom ahead. 
n. lOCI ems between b 
c . 

1 
men muse e noted, and everything must be seen 

1rom a SOCia point of vie Am h d 
r: • • 1 . . . w. ong ot er effects that a new theatre will nee 
lOr ItS SOCia C£1tlCISm and · h' . 

. h us IStoncal reporting of completed transforma-ttons IS t e A-effect. 

Translated by John Willett 

'Theatre for Pleasure or Th t f 
lifet1me. John Willett su .ea re or !nstruction' was unpublished in Brecht's 
ence of prod t ~tses that rt was intended for the Moscow confer-

ucers o whtch he w . . . . 
Chinese Acting' was also ~ tnvtted m 1935. 'Alienation Effects m 
an English transl t· not pubhshed for some years in German, though 

a ton appeared · L '~ . 
observations on Ch' m ''e and Letters in 1936. His opentng 

tnese acting c be f . . 
incident discussed above .an ound tn Part V. A reworktng of the 
4 and 5. occurs tn The Good Person of Szechwan, scenes 

Bertott Brecht (1898-1956) 
ing First World War serv· • German poet, playwright and director. Follow-

Ice as a med' 1 stage, the dark nihilism 1 h' . tea orderly, Brecht began writing for the 
increasingly to the left. ~~~ earlt~t plays changing as his work moved 

he Nazts came to power in 1933, he escaped 
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.ALIEN .A TION EFFECTS 

into exile in Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and finally in 1941 the United States, 
where he attempted to work both in the theatre and in Hollywood. After the 
war, the attentions of Senator McCarthy's Un-Arnerican Activities Commit
tee were turned upon him as a suspected Communist, though he was not a 
Party member. Returning to (East) Berlin in 1948, he set up the Berliner 
Ensemble with his wife, the actress Helene Weigel, and worked there until 
his death. 
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